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Black is the new black! From electric cars
to toothpaste, the color black is once again
taking center stage.
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For serious car collectors wanting to add to
their portfolio, the new Tesla Model S is the
world’s first premium sedan built from the
ground up as an electric vehicle. Its remarkably low center of gravity offers the responsiveness and agility expected from the best sports
cars, while providing the quality of a luxury
performance sedan. Additionally, the Model S
accelerates from 0-60 in 3.2 seconds, making it
the fastest 4-door vehicle ever built. And since
it’s electric, it’s better for the environment too!

Designer Sebastian Erra zuriz’s elaborate
Samurai Cabinet provides functionality while elevating the interior space of your home. Spearshaped moveable keels glide open and shut,
allowing for fluid lines and a modern silhouette.

Inspired by the work of architect Louis Kahn
and his Exeter Library, Craig Bassam designed
the BassamFellows Spindle Chair. Its handsome
and sleek updated design uses metal spindles
to contemporize its original rustic roots.
The photographer who invented backstage
fashion photography has come out with a book
on fashion icon Yves Saint Laurent. Roxanne
Lowit’s stunning photographs chronicle Saint
Laurent and his inner circle over the last 25
years of his career in this alluring photo book.
Foreward by Pierre Bergé.

$10.50
C.O. Bigelow
and online at
bigelowchemists.com
There’s a new cool for your mouth—Amarelli,
who has been producing licorice since 1731,
has collaborated with Marvis to produce a rich,
creamy, and black licorice-flavored toothpaste.
Perfect for the design-centric foodie in your life!
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$50
roxannelowit.com
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Price available
upon request
from Cristina Grajales
Gallery
cristinagrajalesinc.com

Price available upon request
from Cristina Grajales Gallery
cristinagrajalesinc.com
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Approx $4,100
rs-barcelona.com
abchome.com
2Modern.com
AllModern.com
The sleek You and Me Ping Pong Table in black
is the perfect answer for the city dweller who
yearns for a game room, but doesn’t have the
space. The removable net and convenient side
drawer storage space allow you to convert it
from a ping pong table into a dining table without having to give up on style.
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The Murano Chandelier by Sam Baron, an
independent designer, was hand-made in
Venice, Italy. This beautifully linear structure,
made of both glass and metal, exudes sheer
elegance while providing a charming ambiance to all of your dinner parties.

From $69,900 before a $7,500
federal tax credit
NASales@teslamotors.com

Spindle Side Chair
in Ebonized Ash/Black
$1,350.00
bassamfellows.com
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The Night You Lef t coasters, designed by
Nir Hod, are a decadent conversation piece.
Backed with black velvet, these controversial
coasters contain digitally printed white powder
lines, keeping your table safe from water rings,
while adding a naughty twist!
$95
ArtMarkit.com

Approx $200 each
jakephipps.com
$125
ArtMarkit.com
Enjoy ar t and get high! The Banana Love
Collection by Lisa Sitko offers you a fully functional pipe that doubles as a piece of art and gives
the word “paraphernalia” a whole new meaning!

Samuel Beckett once wrote, “He can’t think
without his hat”—no need to wait for creative
inspiration now with The Jeeves and Wooster
lights! Inspired by the work of René Magritte
and designed as a playful throwback to British
aristocracy, these lights offer a dash of culture
and style!
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